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The menu of O Bombeiro from London includes 23 menus. On average, menus or drinks on the card cost
about £6. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What Hòa Phan likes about O Bombeiro:

Fantastic restaurant. Great food and the staff are so welcoming. Definitely worth a visit. We had the prawns and
Calamari this time but have tried many dishes there. All of a very high standard. read more. The restaurant also
offers the possibility to sit outside and eat and drink in pleasant weather, and there is free WLAN. What Helena

Harris doesn't like about O Bombeiro:
The food was rubbish, my partner had squid rings they looked like the frozen ones for the supermarket, my

starter arrived as he was finishing his, we had Portuguese bbq chicken chips, well it was the smallest chicken I
have ever seen there was nothing Portuguese about it, it was literally just some small chicken pieces cold chips!
the lady that served us spoke little English so it was difficult to order the staff wer... read more. If you're craving

delicious fish and seafood, then O Bombeiro in London is just the place for you and its presented wonderful
Portuguese cuisine is the perfect choice, the restaurant provides also meals from the European environment.

After the meal (or during it), you have the opportunity to still relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic
drink, The customers of the restaurant are also thrilled with the comprehensive selection of various coffee and

tea specialities that the restaurant offers.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
KEBAB

Mai� course�
CALAMARI

Mea�
FRANGO NO CHURRASCO £11

Starter�
SOPA DO DIA £4

Tapa�
CALAMARES FRITOS £8

Vo� Gril� – Ab 18 Uhr
PICANHA £15

Sobremesa�
ARROZ DOCE £4

Entre�
ENTREMEADAS £11

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

Starter - Alway� a� th�
Portugues� Tabl�
MELÃO COM PRESUNTO £8

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

Drink�
HALF A BOTTLE OF WATER £2

BOTTLE OF WATER £3

Desser�
PUDIM CASEIRO £4

MOUSSE DE CHOCOLATE £4

Coffe�
COFFEE £3

COFFEE

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
SEAFOOD

BEEF

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

FISH

STEAK

COD
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -22:00
Tuesday 11:00 -22:00
Wednesday 11:00 -22:00
Thursday 11:00 -22:00
Friday 11:00 -22:00
Saturday 11:00 -22:00
Sunday 11:00 -22:00
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